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Disclaimer

● I am not a HI expert! In the CMS exp I have mostly 
worked in top physics, and I also have an interest in 
BSM searches, especially for new long-lived particles

● My interest in HI started very recently, when I realized 
that a synergy of HI and top quarks was a low-hanging 
fruit; this led to two CMS publications with HI data:
● Observation of top quark production in proton-nucleus 

collisions, arXiv:1709.07411 [nucl-ex], Phys. Rev. Lett. 
119 (2017) 242001

● Evidence for top quark production in nucleus-nucleus 
collisions, arXiv:2006.11110 [hep-ex], submitted to 
Nature Physics last week
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Context of this talk

● Jan will present today our pheno work related to a 
proposal to search for new long-lived particles in future 
HI data; hence I will not elaborate on that here

● Inspired by that work, we organized a workshop: 
"Heavy Ions and Hidden Sectors", 4-5 Dec. 2018, 
https://agenda.irmp.ucl.ac.be/event/3186/

● Everybody at that workshop had so much fun that in 
10 days we submitted an input to the update of the 
European Particle Physics Strategy, and then we 
submitted a slightly longer version to a journal

● We plan a 2nd workshop on 16-20 November 2020: 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/831940/ 

https://agenda.irmp.ucl.ac.be/event/3186/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/831940/
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Author list is a sub-set of the participants, and contains:
● Beyond-Standard-Model experts (exp & th)
● Heavy Ion experts (exp & th)
● LHC machine people
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Topics covered in our
"community report"
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Heavy Ion
Promontory?

Adapted from a slide by Marco Drewes
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Heavy Ion
Promontory?

Adapted from a slide by Federico Redi
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When is it interesting to use Heavy 
Ions for new physics?

Simon Knapen
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Ultra-peripheral collisions (UPC)

Proposed in the context of Axion-like-particles (ALPs) in:
● Knapen, Lin, Lou, Melia, Phys.Rev.Lett. 118 (2017) 171801

Actual ALP searches were then performed in:
● CMS coll., arXiv:1810.04602 [hep-ex], Phys. Lett. B 797 (2019) 134826
● ATLAS coll., public note ATLAS-CONF-2020-010

Key point: signal scales as Z4; given 
Z=82, PbPb runs are competitive with pp

A process that makes hadron colliders also photon 
colliders: projectiles stay unbroken, hard photons 

are emitted coherently, e.g.:
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When is it interesting to use Heavy 
Ions for new physics?

Plot by David d'Enterria

HI data are useful here
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Limits on ALP with 
CMS PbPb 2015 data

● PbPb data @ 5.02 TeV (2015) were already competitive 
with pp Run-1 data at 7 and 8 TeV up to large m

a
 values

● These data covered a blind spot at low m
a
 values

● Key reason: loose triggers

pp data: 
CMS: 7 TeV
ATLAS: 8 TeV
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Improved limits from ATLAS,
PbPb 2015+2018 data
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UPC can find more uses

● In general, whatever BSM features a EM coupling may be 
worth considering in this context

● e.g., Goncalves & Moreira, arXiv:2006.08348 [hep-ph]: 
coupling of the "dark photon" to the copiously produced p0
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g-2
● If the g-2 anomaly of the m is due to new heavy 

particles in the loops, it should be even stronger for t
● UPC to measure g-2 of the t: proposed by Beresford 

and Liu, arXiv:1908.05180 [hep-ph]
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Oliver Gould

Magnetic Monopoles

Discussion at the workshop:
● How do we trigger on that?
● Parabolic tracks; a problem? 

(UPC: few tracks anyway)
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And what about the strong force?

● Most of the HI collisions are not UPC, can we 
use them for BSM searches too?

● And what about QGP? It is the main raison 
d'être of the HI physics program, can we find 
synergies between QGP studies and BSM?

● Thermal production can be such a link
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New channels

● This Feynman diagram, with a real (not virtual) gluon, only exists 
because of thermal effects that give an effective mass to the gluon

Geneviève Belanger (seminar in Louvain-la-Neuve in 2019)
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Sexaquarks

Glennys Farrar

Discussion at the workshop:
● LHCb and ALICE have very 

good hadron-id, should be able 
to distinguish p, K, p

● Key idea: this is a BSM model where QGP is crucial to predict the 
right density of DM

● If QGP created primordial DM, maybe the QGP in the lab too?
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Jan's talk
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Conclusion

● The current searches for new physics have a few blind 
spots, e.g. in the low-mass / low-coupling regime

● Given the current status of HEP, we cannot afford to leave 
any stones unturned!

● Searching for new physics in HI data is a way to maximize 
the utility of facilities built for other purposes, in the 
same vein of other relatively recent developments such as 
parking, scouting, the BSM program of LHCb, new dedicated 
low-cost detectors in the LHC infrastructures, etc.

● And some searches are really unique of HI data
● Monopoles
● Thermally-produced / -enhanced processes
● What if the QGP holds the keys to understand DM?
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Thanks for your attention!
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The problem with UPCs

Simon Knapen
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Backgrounds to ALP

Fakes
Light-by-light (LBL) 

scattering
Central Exclusive 
Production (CEP)

Analysis motivated by 
measurement of LBL 

(evidence at 4.1s) 
with ALP search as 

byproduct
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Parking, i.e. "better late than never"

Swagata Mukherjee,
Jessica Prisciandaro

Discussion:
● How to factor parking in HL-LHC 

projections?
● And what about parking also in 

HI context?

The current use case in CMS is of relevance for B → new physics, but 
the concept is general:
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